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1. Introduction
This is the second edition of Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler Principles of Operation: A Practical
Primer. The first edition addressed narrowband Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs). Since
then, Teledyne RD Instruments has introduced the BroadBand ADCP, and more recently the Workhorse, which uses BroadBand technology. This edition has been revised to reflect changes introduced
with BroadBand technology.
This primer is a combination of both basic principles and practical information needed to understand
how BroadBand ADCPs work and how they are used. The primer will address basic concepts for
most of the principles presented, often treating them only superficially. For more in-depth study, we
recommend use of the references listed in the Bibliography.
History of Teledyne RD Instruments

Teledyne RD Instruments, Inc., located in San Diego, CA, specializes in the design and manufacture
of underwater acoustic Doppler products for a wide array of current profiling and precision navigation
applications.
Originally founded as RD Instruments, the company was formed in 1982 by Fran Rowe and Kent Deines as a result of their development of the industry‘s first Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
(ADCP™), a revolutionary device capable of profiling currents at up to 128 individual points in the
water column.
Through the years, RD Instruments experienced steady growth and remained dominant in the industry
by providing an unwavering commitment to new product development, superior data quality, and the
highest level of customer service and support.
In August 2005, RD Instruments was purchased by Teledyne Technologies, and now operates as a
wholly owned indirect subsidiary of Teledyne Technologies, Inc. Upon acquisition, the company‘s
name was changed to Teledyne RD Instruments.
The company currently employs over 200 multi-disciplined scientists, engineers, technicians, sales,
and support personnel; and resides in a 30,000 square foot ISO-9001:2000 facility that includes stateof-the art engineering, laboratory, manufacturing, and test areas.
ADCP History

The predecessor of ADCPs was the Doppler speed log, an instrument that measures the speed of ships
through the water or over the sea bottom. The first commercial ADCP, produced in the mid-1970‘s,
was an adaptation of a commercial speed log (Rowe and Young, 1979). The speed log was redesigned
to measure water velocity more accurately and to allow measurement in range cells over a depth profile. Thus, the first vessel-mounted ADCP was born.
In 1982, TRDI produced its first ADCP, a self-contained instrument designed for use in long-term,
battery-powered deployments (Pettigrew, Beardsley and Irish, 1986). In 1983, TRDI produced its first
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vessel-mounted ADCP. By 1986, TRDI had five different frequencies (75-1200 kHz) and three different ADCP models (self-contained, vessel-mounted, and direct-reading).
Doppler signal processing has evolved with the instruments over the years. Speed logs used relatively
simple processing with phase locked loops or similar methods. Such processing is still used in some
commercial speed logs today. The first generation of ADCPs used a narrow-bandwidth, single-pulse,
autocorrelation method that computes the first moment of the Doppler frequency spectrum. This
method was the first to produce water velocity measurements with sufficient quality for use by oceanographers. It has since been superseded by BroadBand signal processing, an even more accurate
method.
BroadBand ADCPs

In 1991, TRDI began shipping its first production prototype BroadBand ADCPs. The BroadBand
method (patents 5,208,785 and 5,343,443) enables ADCPs to take advantage of the full signal bandwidth available for measuring velocity. Greater bandwidth gives a BroadBand ADCP far more information with which to estimate velocity. With typically 100 times as much bandwidth, BroadBand
ADCPs reduce variance nearly 100 times when compared with narrowband ADCPs. Where appropriate, these differences will be noted.
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2. The Doppler Effect and Radial Current Velocity
This section introduces the Doppler effect and how it is used to measure relative radial velocity between different objects. We will begin by developing the basic mathematical equation that relates the
Doppler shift with velocity.
The Doppler effect is a change in the observed sound pitch that results from relative motion. An example of the Doppler effect is the sound made by a train as it passes (Figure 1). The whistle has a
higher pitch as the train approaches, and a lower pitch as it moves away from you. This change in
pitch is directly proportional to how fast the train is moving. Therefore, if you measure the pitch and
how much it changes, you can calculate the speed of the train.

Doppler Shift When a Train Passes
TRAIN APPROACHES-Higher Pitch

TRAIN RECEDES-Lower Pitch
Figure 1. When you listen to a train as it passes, you
hear a change in pitch caused by the Doppler shift.
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Sound

Sound consists of pressure waves in air, water or solids. Sound waves are similar in many ways to
shallow-water ocean waves. With help from Figure 2, following are some definitions we will use:


Waves – Water wave crests and troughs are high and low water elevations. Sound wave
―crests‖ and ―troughs‖ consist of bands of high and low air pressure.



Wavelength – The distance between successive wave crests.



Frequency – The number of wave crests that pass per unit time.



Speed of sound – The speed at which waves propagate, or move by, where;
Speed of sound = frequency × wavelength
C=f

(Equation 1)

(Example, 1500 m/s = 300,000 Hz × 5 mm)

Wavelength
Sound Waves
Sound
Source

6 5 4 3 2 1
Point A
Time 0

Sound
Source

Speed
of
Sound

6 5 4 3 2 1
Point A
Time 1

Figure 2. Wave definitions
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The Doppler Effect

Imagine you are next to some water, watching
waves pass by you (Figure 3). While standing
still, you see eight waves pass in front of you in
a given interval (Figure 3a). Now, if you start
walking toward the waves (Figure 3b), more
than eight waves will pass by in the same interval. Thus, the wave frequency appears to be
higher. If you walk in the other direction, fewer
than 8 waves pass by in this time interval, and
the frequency appears lower. This is the Doppler effect.
The Doppler shift is the difference between the
frequency you hear when you are standing still
and what you hear when you move. If you are
standing still and you hear a frequency of 10
kHz, and then you start moving toward the
sound source and hear a frequency of 10.1 kHz,
then the Doppler shift is 0.1 kHz.

(A)

Time 0

Stationary
Observer
Time 1

8 Waves

(B)
Time 0
Moving
Observer
Time 1

10 Waves

Figure 3. The Doppler effect. An observer walking into the waves will see more waves in a given time than will someone standing still.

The equation for the Doppler shift in this situation is:
Fd = Fs(V/C)

(Equation 2)

Where:


Fd is the Doppler shift frequency.



Fs is the frequency of the sound when everything is still.



V is the relative velocity between the sound source and the sound receiver (the speed at which
you are walking toward the sound; m/s).



C is the speed of sound (m/s).
Note that:
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If you walk faster, the Doppler shift increases.
If you walk away from the sound, the Doppler shift is negative.
If the frequency of the sound increases, the Doppler shift increases.
If the speed of sound increases, the Doppler shift decreases.
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How ADCPs use Backscattered Sound to Measure Velocity

ADCPs use the Doppler effect by transmitting
sound at a fixed frequency and listening to echoes
returning from sound scatterers in the water. These
sound scatterers are small particles or plankton that
reflect the sound back to the ADCP. Scatterers are
everywhere in the ocean. They float in the water
and on average they move at the same horizontal
velocity as the water (note that this is a key assumption!). Figure 4 shows some examples of typical
scatterers in the ocean.

1 cm

Euphasiid
1 mm

1 cm

Pteropod

Copepod

Sound scatters in all directions from scatterers (FigFigure 4. Typical ocean scatterers
ure 5). Most of the sound goes forward, unaffected
by the scatterers. The small amount that reflects back is Doppler shifted.

(A)

Sound pulse

Scatterers

Transducer

(B)
Transducer

Reflected
sound pulse

Figure 5. Backscattered sound. (A) Transmitted pulse; (B) A small amount of
the sound energy is reflected back (and Doppler shifted), most of the energy
goes forward.
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When sound scatterers move away from the ADCP, the sound they hear is Doppler-shifted to a lower
frequency proportional to the relative velocity between the ADCP and scatterer (Figure 6a). The
backscattered sound then appears to the ADCP as if the scatterers were the sound source (Figure 6b);
the ADCP hears the backscattered sound Doppler-shifted a second time.
Therefore, because the ADCP both transmits and receives sound, the Doppler shift is doubled, changing (2) to:
Fd = 2 Fs(V/C)

Transducer

Sound pulse

(Equation 3)

Moving scatterers

(A)
First Doppler Shift

(B)
Second Doppler Shift
Figure 6. Backscattered sound involves two Doppler shifts, (A) one
enroute to the scatterers, and (B) a second on the way back after
reflection.
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The Doppler Effect Measures Relative, Radial Motion

The Doppler shift only works when sound sources and receivers get closer to or further from one another – this is radial motion. On the other hand, angular motion changes the direction between the
source and receiver, but not the distance separating them. Thus angular motion causes no Doppler
shift. The different effects of angular and radial motion on the Doppler shift are shown in Figure 7.

(A)

Time 0

(B)

Time 1

(C)

Time 1

(D)

Time 1

10 Waves

9 Waves

Figure 7. The Doppler shift depends on radial motion only. Observer A is standing still
and sees no Doppler shift. Observers B, C,
and D are all moving at the same speed. Observer B is moving toward the source (i.e.
radially) and sees the largest Doppler shift.
In contrast, observer D is moving perpendicular (i.e. angularly) to the source and sees
no Doppler shift at all. Observer C is moving part radially and part angularly and
sees less Doppler shift than observer B.

8 Waves

Limiting the Doppler shift to the radial
component only adds a new term, cos(A), to (3):
Fd = 2 Fs(V/C) cos(A)

(Equation 4)

where A is the angle between the relative velocity vector and the line between the ADCP and scatterers
(Figure 8).

ADCP
Transducer

A

Sc
att
ere
rV
elo
c

ity

Acoustic Beam
Scatterers
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Figure 8. Relative velocity vector. The ADCP measures only
the velocity component parallel
to the acoustic beams. A is the
angle between the beam and the
water velocity.
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3. BroadBand Doppler Processing
So far, we have looked at Doppler processing in terms of changes in frequency. BroadBand Doppler
processing, while equivalent mathematically, is easier to understand in terms of time dilation, that is,
in terms of changes to the signal in time rather than frequency. This section introduces the principles
of BroadBand signal processing.
Doppler Time Dilation

To understand time dilation, consider sound scattering from a single particle. The echo from a pulse of
sound transmitted toward this particle will always look the same as long as the particle does not move.
This result is illustrated in Figure 9A. If you move the particle a little further from the transmitter
(Figure 9B), you will see that it takes a little longer for the sound to go back and forth. If you move the
particle even more, it will take even longer (Figure 9C). This change in travel time caused by changing the distance traveled is called the propagation delay.

Time Dilation
Scatterer
Displacement

Echoes

Phase
Change

(A)

0º

(B)

40º

(C)

400º

Figure 9. Propagation delay and phase change caused by scatterer displacement. Echoes are delayed when particles are farther from the sound source —
this is called propagation delay. Propagation delay changes the relative phase
of the echo.
Echoes from a single particle always look the same when the particle stays still — there is no propagation delay. Echoes have the same relative phase which means zero phase change.
Two echoes superimposed: the second echo takes longer to return because the particle was further
away, hence it is delayed relative to the first echo. The delayed echo, shown with a dashed line, has a
phase delay, relative to the first echo, of around 40º.
The second echo is delayed about 10 times as much as it was in example (B) because the particle moved
about 10 times as far. The longer propagation delay corresponds to a phase change of around 400º.
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The principle of time dilation is simple: sound takes longer to travel back and forth when particles are
further away from the transducer. A change in travel time, or a propagation delay, corresponds to a
change in distance. If you measure the propagation delay, and if you know the speed of sound, you
can tell how far the particle has moved. If you know the time lag between sound pulses, you can compute the particle‘s velocity.
Phase

Phase is a convenient and precise means to measure propagation delay. BroadBand ADCPs use phase
to determine time dilation. To understand phase consider the hands of a clock. One revolution of the
hour hand corresponds to 360º of phase. One complete cycle (the time from one peak to the next) of a
sinusoidal signal corresponds to 360º of phase. Hence, the phase differences between the first and second echoes shown in Figure 9 are roughly (A) 0º, (B) 40º, and (C) 400º. These phase differences are
exactly proportional to the particle displacements.
Time Dilation and Doppler Frequency Shift

Figure 10 shows that frequency shift and time dilation are equivalent. Figure 10A shows the echo
from two closely-spaced pulses returning from a stationary particle. If instead, the particle moves
away from the transducer (Figure 10B), the time between the pulse echoes increases. This is because
by the time the second pulse arrives at the particle, the particle has moved further from the transducer;
it therefore takes longer for the sound to travel back and forth.

Scatterer
Displacement

(A)
(B)
(C)

Echoes

Figure 10. Time dilation and Doppler frequency shift. (A) and (B)
compare echoes of pulse pairs from
stationary and moving particles. (C)
and (D) show the same for the echo
from a sinusoidal pulse with a duration equal to the time between the
two short pulses in (A) and (B). The
dashed lines indicate that the
stretching is the same for the two
pulses as it is for he sinusoid.

(D)
The same effect applies to a sinusoidal pulse (Figs. 10C and 10D). By the time the end of the sinusoidal pulse reaches the particle, the particle has moved further. This stretches the echo, changes the
pitch of the echo, and thus causes a Doppler shift.
Many Doppler sonars measure frequency shift directly. BroadBand ADCPs use time dilation by
measuring the change in arrival times from successive pulses. In reality, even though different measurement methods involve different approaches, they are often mathematically equivalent. TRDI engineers use phase to measure time dilation instead of measuring frequency changes because phase gives
them a more precise Doppler measurement.
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Phase Measurement and Ambiguity

The problem with phase measurement is that phase can only be measured in the range 0-360º. Once
phase passes 360º, it starts over again at 0º. As far as an electronic phase measurement circuit is concerned, phases of 40º and 400º (400º = 360º + 40º) are the same.
To understand this, again consider the hands of a clock. If a clock had only a minute hand, you could
measure time with a precision of about one minute, but you would not know which hour it was. On
the other hand, if you had only an hour hand, you would know unambiguously which hour it was, but
your time precision would be much coarser than a minute. To obtain precise measurements of velocity, the engineer wants phase measurements to be sensitive to changes in velocity much like the minute
hand is sensitive to changes in time. But then she must devise a way to do the equivalent of counting
hours in a clock. The parallel to the minute hand rotating around the clock is phase passing through
multiples of 360º.
This process, figuring out how many times phase has passed 360º, is called ambiguity resolution. If
echoes were as simple as those in Figure 9, it would not be hard to find simple ways to resolve phase
ambiguity, but, as Figure 11 shows, the typical echo is complicated.
There are several ways to solve this problem. One is to keep the time between pulses
so small that the particle never has enough
time to move very far. If it cannot move
very far, then phase will not change very
much. This is like relying on the hour hand
alone to tell time. In fact, the measurement
precision gained with long time lags makes
it attractive to accept ambiguous phase
measurements (as in the clock‘s minute
hand). This means that BroadBand ADCPs
must also implement methods to resolve
ambiguity.

Transmit
pulse

Single
scatterer
echo
Cloud
scatterer
echo
Figure 11. The echo from a single scatterer looks
just like the transmit pulse, but the echo from a
cloud of scatterers is complicated.
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Autocorrelation

Autocorrelation is a mathematical method useful for comparing echoes. While autocorrelation involves complicated mathematics, what it accomplishes is simple. Well-correlated echoes look the
same and uncorrelated echoes look different. Autocorrelation is an efficient and effective method for
detecting small phase changes.
TRDI uses an autocorrelation method to process complicated real-world echoes to obtain velocity. By
transmitting a series of coded pulses, all in sequence inside a single long pulse, we obtain many echoes from many scatterers, all combined into a single echo. We extract the propagation delay by computing the autocorrelation at the time lag separating the coded pulses. The success of this computation
requires that the different echoes from the coded pulses (all buried inside the same echo) be correlated
with one another.
Modes

ADCPs implement a variety of modes with varying time lags and pulse forms. Default modes are chosen for robustness and measurement precision. Other modes are often able to produce even more robust measurements (useful, for example, in highly turbulent water) or more precise measurements.
Modes that produce highly precise measurements may work only in limited environmental conditions.
They can also be more likely to fail when, for example, flow becomes rapid or turbulent.
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4. Three-dimensional Current Velocity Vectors
The discussion so far has addressed single acoustic beams which can only measure a single velocity
component, the component parallel to the beam. This section explains how an ADCP uses four beams
to obtain velocity in three dimensions plus additional redundant (yet nevertheless useful) information.
To use multiple beams to obtain velocity in three dimensions, one must assume that currents are uniform (homogeneous) across layers of constant depth.
Multiple Beams

When an ADCP uses multiple beams pointed in different directions, it senses different velocity
components. For example, if the ADCP points one beam east and another north, it will measure
east and north current components. If the ADCP beams point in other directions, trigonometric relations can convert current speed into north and east components. A key point is that one beam is
required for each current component. Therefore, to measure three velocity components (e.g. east,
north, and up), there must be at least three acoustic beams.
Current Homogeneity in a Horizontal Layer

One problem with using trigonometric relations to compute currents is that the beams make their
measurements in different places. If the current velocities are not the same in the different places,
the trigonometric relations will not work. Currents must be horizontally homogeneous, that is, they
must be the same in all four beams. Fortunately, in the ocean, rivers, and lakes, horizontal homogeneity is normally a reasonable assumption.
Calculation of Velocity with the Four ADCP Beams

Figure 12 illustrates how we compute three velocity components using the four acoustic beams of an
ADCP. One pair of beams obtains one horizontal component and the vertical velocity component. The
second pair of beams produces a second, perpendicular horizontal component as well as a second vertical velocity component. Thus there are estimates of two horizontal velocity components and two estimates of the vertical velocity. Figure 12 shows the beams oriented east/west and north/south, but the
orientation is arbitrary.
Beam velocity component

Current
velocity
vector
East

West

First pair of beams
calculates east-west
and vertical velocity

North

South

Second pair of beams
calculates north-south
and vertical velocity

Figure 12. The relationship of beam and earth velocity
components
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Error Velocity: Why it is Useful

The error velocity is the difference between the two estimates of vertical velocity. Error velocity depends on the data redundancy: only three beams are required to compute three dimensional velocity.
The fourth ADCP beam is redundant, but not wasted. Error velocity allows you to evaluate whether
the assumption of horizontal homogeneity is reasonable. It is an important, built-in means to evaluate
data quality.
Figure 13 shows two different situations. In the first situation, the current velocity at one depth is the
same in all four beams. In the second, the velocity in one beam is different. The error velocity in the
second case will, on average, be larger than the error velocity in the first case. Note that it does not
matter whether the velocity is different because the ADCP beam is bad or because the actual currents
are different. Error velocity can detect errors due to inhomogeneities in the water, as well as errors
caused by malfunctioning equipment.

Current Vector

Homogeneous Layer:
Zero error velocity

Non-Homogeneous Layer:
Large error velocity

Figure 13. Non-homogeneous flow leads to large error velocity.
The Janus Configuration

The ADCP transducer configuration is called the Janus configuration, named after the Roman god
who looks both forward and backward. The Janus configuration is particularly good for rejecting errors in horizontal velocity caused by tilting (pitch and roll) of the ADCP. This is because:


The two opposing beams allow vertical velocity to cancel when computing horizontal velocity.



Pitch and roll uncertainty causes single-beam velocity errors proportional to the sine of the
pitch and roll error. Beams in a Janus configuration reduce these velocity errors to second order; that is, velocity errors are proportional to the square of the pitch and roll errors.
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5. Velocity Profile
The most important feature of ADCPs is their ability to measure current profiles. ADCPs divide the
velocity profile into uniform segments called depth cells (depth cells are often called bins). This section explains how profiles are produced and some of the factors involved.
Depth Cells

Each depth cell is comparable to a single current meter. Therefore an ADCP velocity profile is like a
string of current meters uniformly spaced on a mooring (Figure 14). Thus, we can make the following
definitions by analogy:


Depth cell size = distance between current meters



Number of depth cells = number of current meters

There are two important differences between the string of current meters and an ADCP velocity profile. The first difference is that the depth cells in an ADCP profile are always uniformly spaced while
current meters can be spaced at irregular intervals. The second is that the ADCP measures average
velocity over the depth range of each depth cell while the current meter measures current only at one
discrete point in space.
Regular Spacing of Depth Cells

Regular spacing of velocity data over the profile makes it easier to process and interpret the measured
data. This regular spacing is comparable to a regular sample rate. It is much more difficult to process
irregularly-sampled data than it is to process data sampled uniformly in time. The same benefit applies
to measurements in a vertical profile.
Current Velocity Vector
Depth
cell
Averages velocity within
entire depth cell

Measures Current Only at a
localized point
ADCP

Moored Line of
standard current meters

Figure 14. ADCP depth cells compared with conventional current meters
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Unlike conventional current meters, ADCPs
do not measure currents in small, localized
volumes of water. Instead, they average velocity over the depth range of entire depth
cells. This averaging reduces the effects of
spatial aliasing. Aliasing in time series causes high frequency signals to look like low
frequency signals. The effect is equivalent
over depth. Smoothing the observed velocity
over the range of the depth cell rejects velocities with vertical variations smaller than a
depth cell, and thus reduces measurement
uncertainty.
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Averaging Over the Range of Each
Depth Cell
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Figure 15. Range-time plots shows how transmit
Profiles are produced by range-gating the
pulses and echoes travel through space. Time
echo signal. Range gating breaks the restarts at the beginning of the transmit pulse and
ceived signal into successive segments for
range starts at the transducer face.
independent processing. Echoes from far
ranges take longer to return to the ADCP
A)
than do echoes from close ranges. Thus, successive range gates correCell
spond to echoes from increasingly distant depth cells.
2
Cell
1

The Relationship of Range Gates and Depth Cells

Figure 15 illustrates the relationship of range gates and depth cells.
This plot relates time and distance from the ADCP. At the left side of
the time axis is the transmit pulse. Transmit pulse propagation is
shown with lines sloping up and to the right. Echo propagation back
to the transducer is shown with lines sloping down and to the right.
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A depth cell averages velocity over a range within the water column,
but the averaging is usually not uniform over this range. Instead, the
depth cell is most sensitive to velocities at the center of the cell and
least sen sitive at the edges. The remainder of this section explains
why this happens and describes the resulting weight function.
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As time increases, the transmit pulse propagates away from the
ADCP. Immediately after the transmit pulse is complete, the ADCP
turns off the transducer and waits for a short time called the blank period. The ADCP now starts processing the echo corresponding to
Range Gate 1. When Gate 1 is complete, the ADCP immediately begins processing Gate 2, and so on. These steps are shown on the horizontal axis.

Transmit
pulse

Gate 1

Time

Figure 16. Range-time plot
detail
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To understand how Figure 15 works, first consider the echo of the leading edge of the transmit pulse
from a scatterer located at the center of Cell 1. Follow the propagation line that marks the leading edge
of the transmit pulse — this line slopes up from the origin. Now find the line corresponding to the
echo — this line slopes down from the intersection of the transmit pulse leading edge and the center
of Cell 1. These lines, shown in detail in Figure 16A, trace the passage of the leading edge of the
transmit pulse to the scatterer and the echo of this leading edge back to the transducer face. Figure 16B
traces the passage of the trailing edge of the transmit pulse to a different scatterer and its echo back to
the transducer. Both echoes arrive at the transducer at the beginning of Range Gate 1.
Once you understand the concepts presented in the previous paragraph, you can trace and study the
propagation paths that outline Cell 1. You can learn how the center of Cell 1 contributes the largest
fraction of the echo signal to Range Gate 1. The echo from the farthest part of Cell 1 contributes signal
only from the leading edge of the transmit pulse. The echo from the closest part of Cell 1 contributes
signal only from the trailing edge of the transmit pulse. You can also see how adjacent cells overlap
each other.
The Weight Function for a Depth Cell

Scatterers in the center of the diamond-shaped space-time areas in Figure 15 contribute more energy
to the signal in Range Gate 1 than do scatterers near the top or bottom of the diamond. This means
they play a larger role in determining the average current velocity measured in Gate 1. The velocity in
each depth cell is a weighted average using the triangular weight functions in Figure 17. Note that each
depth cell overlaps adjacent depth cells. This overlap causes a correlation between adjacent depth cells
of about 15%.
The above weight function applies to most normal situations for both narrowband and BroadBand
ADCPs. However, when the transmit pulse and depth cell sizes are different, the shape of the weight
function changes. For example, if the transmit pulse were short relative to the cell size,
the weight function would be approximately
rectangular with little overlap over adjacent
cells. If the transmit pulse were longer than
Cell 3
the depth cell, cells would overlap even
more, and the data would be smoothed
across depth cells.
Cell 2
Center of
depth cell

Cell 1

Increasing weight in depth
cell averaging computation

Figure 17. Depth cell weight functions: depth
cells are more sensitive to currents at the center
of the cell than at the edges
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6. ADCP Data
This section introduces and describes the data produced by a BroadBand ADCP. This data includes
the following four different kinds of standard profile data:


Velocity



Echo intensity



Correlation



Percent good

Velocity data are output in units of mm/s. Depending on your requirements, you can record data in
one of the following formats:


Beam coordinates — Velocity is output parallel to each beam.



Earth coordinates — Velocity is converted into north, east and up components.



ADCP coordinates — Similar to earth coordinates except that velocity is converted to forward, sideways, and up components, relative to the ADCP. ADCP forward is the direction
toward which beam 3 faces. ADCP sideways is to the right of forward. Figure 18 shows the
typical layout of a four-beam ADCP. Keep in mind that the view is looking at the face of the
ADCP. Beam 2 of a downward-looking convex ADCP points in the direction of a positive
sideways velocity. Vertical velocities are positive upwards.



Ship coordinates — Similar to ADCP coordinates except that heading is rotated into ship‘s
forward and sideways. If beam 3 faces toward the bow of the ship, ADCP and ship coordinates are the same.

Forward
3
1

2
4

Figure 18. View facing an ADCP
transducer. The layout is the same for
both convex and concave transducers
(see Figure 26).
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Velocity transformations from beam coordinates to earth coordinates are described in more detail in
the section entitled ADCP movement: pitch, roll, heading, and velocity.
Echo intensity data are output in units proportional to decibels (dB). Data are obtained from the receiver‘s received signal strength indicator (RSSI) circuit.
Correlation is a measure of data quality, and its output is scaled in units such that the expected correlation (given high signal/noise ratio, S/N) is 128.
Percent-good data tell you what fraction of data passed a variety of criteria. Rejection criteria include
low correlation, large error velocity and fish detection (false target threshold). Default thresholds differ
for each ADCP; each threshold has an associated command.
Bottom-track data are not profile data and they are output in a different part of the data structure, but
their format is similar to the velocity profile data. The bottom-track coordinate transformation is identical to the one used for the water profile. Bottom-track output also includes the vertical component of
the distance, along each beam, to the bottom.
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7. Ensemble Averaging
Single-ping velocity errors are too large to meet most measurement requirements. Therefore, data are
averaged to reduce the measurement uncertainty to
Mean Value of
acceptable levels. This section defines ADCP uncer- Actual Current
ADCP Estimates
tainties, averaging methods, and the effect of averagADCP Bias
ing on data uncertainty.
ADCP Errors and Uncertainty Defined

Velocity uncertainty includes two kinds of error —
random error and bias. Averaging reduces random
error but not bias.
Figure 19 shows these errors with two example distributions of ADCP current estimates. Assume that
the distribution in Figure 19A was computed from
20,000 measurements of exactly the same current. In
this distribution, the measurements cluster around
the actual value of the current, but there is variation
due to the random error. Note also that the overall
average is different from the actual current. Bias
causes this difference.

(A)

Distribution of Single-Ping
ADCP Current Estimates
Mean Value of
Actual Current
ADCP Estimates
ADCP Bias

(B)
Distribution of Ensemble-Averaged
ADCP Current Estimates

Figure 19. The distribution of single-ping
data (A) compared with the distribution of
Because random error is uncorrelated from ping to
ping, averaging reduces the standard deviation of the 200-ping averages of the same data (B).
velocity error by the square root of the number of
pings, or:

Standard Deviation  N-½

(Equation 5)

Where N is the number of pings averaged together.
The distribution in Figure 19B shows what might happen if we were to make 200 ensembles of 100 pings
each from the original 20,000 pings. Averaging the 100 pings in each ensemble reduces the random error of
each ensemble by a factor of about 1/10. This is clear in the smaller spread of the lower distribution. Note
that the average value of both distributions is the same and that both are different from the actual current.
This difference, which does not go away with averaging, is the measurement bias.
An important point is that averaging can reduce the relatively large random error present in single-ping data, but that, after a certain amount of averaging, the random error becomes smaller than the
bias. At this point, further averaging will do little to reduce the overall error.
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Short-Term Versus Long-Term Uncertainty

Short-term uncertainty is defined as the error in single-ping ADCP data. Short-term uncertainty is
dominated by random error.
Long-term uncertainty is defined as the error present after enough averaging has been done to essentially eliminate random error. Long-term error is the same as bias.
The Approximate Size of Random Error and Bias

ADCP single-ping random error or short-term error can range from a few mm/s to as much as 0.5 m/s.
The size of this error depends on internal factors such as ADCP frequency, depth cell size, number of
pings averaged together and beam geometry. External factors include turbulence, internal waves and
ADCP motion.
Random error in narrowband ADCPs is relatively easy to estimate, but it is harder to estimate for
BroadBand ADCPs. This is because BroadBand measurements have more adjustable parameters,
each of which affects uncertainty. Because random errors generated internally in the ADCP are typically an order of magnitude smaller than in a comparable narrowband ADCP, external random error
sources (i.e. turbulence) can dominate internal ADCP errors.
You can estimate random errors by computing the standard deviation of the error velocity. This is because random errors are independent from beam to beam and because the error velocity is scaled by the
ADCP to give the correct magnitude of horizontal-velocity random errors. To predict the size of internal random errors, consult brochure specifications or use one of the various software tools that TRDI
provides for this purpose.
Bias is typically less than 10 mm/s. This bias depends on several factors including temperature, mean
current speed, signal/noise ratio, beam geometry, etc. It is not yet possible to measure ADCP bias and
to calibrate or remove it in post-processing.
Beam Pointing Errors

Beam pointing errors can be a dominant source of velocity bias. A beam pointing error is uncertainty
in the beam direction. Standard manufacturing practice introduces errors into beam angles. Depending
on measurement requirements and the care with which the transducer elements were installed, these
errors could introduce unacceptable bias. The as-installed beam angles are measured in the manufacturing process and stored in the BroadBand ADCP‘s memory. These angles modify the coordinate
conversion matrix which corrects for beam pointing errors when converting from beam to earth velocity coordinates.
Averaging Inside the ADCP Vs. Averaging Later

An ADCP system can calculate ensemble averages inside the ADCP, in the data acquisition system,
or in both. It is possible, for example, to average ensembles of several pings in the ADCP and to send
the results to a computer which then computes averages of these ensembles. Normally, unless there is
a good reason to do otherwise, the best rule is to let the ADCP convert data into earth coordinates and
to average data into ensembles before transmitting them out. Following is a list of the factors that
might affect your choice of where to average your data.
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Vector averaging — Conversion to earth coordinates prior to averaging allows the ADCP to
compute true vector averages.



Beam pointing errors are automatically corrected when the ADCP converts from beam to
earth coordinates, thus minimizing related biases.



Data transmission takes time and can slow down ping processing. Averaging reduces the time
required for data transmission.

The Processing Cycle: Limitations on Averaging

Single ping
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Averaging is limited by the ping rate, which is limited by how fast the ADCP can collect, process and
transmit data. Figure 20 shows a typical data collection cycle inside the ADCP. Each ping has five
phases: overhead, transmit pulse, blank period, processing, and sleep. The overhead time is used to
wake up the ADCP, initialize and process various subsystems (e.g. the clock, compass, etc.) and to
prepare for ping processing. After pulse transmission and a short delay to allow the transducer to ring
down (see later), the ADCP begins to process the echo. When echo processing is complete, the ADCP
either goes to sleep to conserve battery power or immediately begins another data collection cycle.
After all the pings are collected, the ADCP computes an ensemble average and transmits the data to
the internal data recorder, to an external data acquisition system, or to both. When the ADCP pings
rapidly, data transmission runs in the background, using CPU time when it is free.

* Processing time depends on:
1. What processing is done
2. Number of cells
3. Speed of sound
4. Computation time

First ping

Second ping

Data
transmission

Ensemble of pings
Figure 20. Steps in the ping processing cycle
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8. ADCP Pitch, Roll, Heading and Velocity
ADCPs measure currents relative to the ADCP. The ADCP itself can be oriented arbitrarily and moving relative to the earth. Therefore, it is usually necessary to correct the data for ADCP attitude and motion. This section covers why ADCP data require correction and how to measure and correct for ADCP
motion and attitude.
There are two kinds of motion that require correction — rotation (pitch, roll, and heading) and translation (ship velocity).
Conversion from ADCP- to Earth- Referenced Current

The following are three general steps in the conversion from ADCP- referenced currents to earth- referenced currents
Step 1. ADCPs measure velocity parallel to the four acoustic beams (beam coordinates). These data
are converted into an orthogonal coordinate system of ADCP north, east, and up. This correction adjusts for the angle of the beams (trigonometry) as well as the fact that depth cells of a tilted ADCP
(Figure 21) move up and down relative to one another. Correction includes the following:


Trigonometry. The beam angle used or correction (see Eq. 4) is the sum of the ADCP beam
mounting angle (i.e. 20º) plus (or minus) the tilt angle.



Depth cell mapping. To ensure horizontal homogeneity, the calculated velocity at a particular
depth uses cells that are at the same depth. Figure 21B shows the depth cells of a tilted ADCP.
Note, for example, that depth cell 4 on the left beam is at the same depth as depth cell 6 on the
right beam. Depth cell mapping matches these two cells together to compute earth velocity at
this depth. (Note: depth cell mapping was implemented for BroadBand firmware versions 5.0
and later.)

Step 2. The ADCP rotates velocity components into true (or magnetic) east and north (earth coordinates). This correction requires heading data.
Step 3. ADCP velocity relative to the
earth is subtracted, providing absolute,
earth-referenced currents. This correction
requires measurements of the ship‘s velocity relative to the earth. Subtraction is
normally done after the data are collected
and recorded.

Depth cell
mapping

Depth
cells

Cells
change
depth

In practice, these steps are not always
done in the above order, and they are not
necessarily separated into discrete steps.
Measuring ADCP Rotation and
Translation

(A)

(B)

Pitch or roll angle

There are many ways to measure rotation Figure 21. ADCP tilt and depth cell mapping
and translation. The following are comTeledyne RD Instruments
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monly used with ADCPs:
Rotation (heading)
1. Flux-gate compass
2. Gyrocompass
Rotation (pitch and roll)
1. Inclinometers
2. Vertical gyro
Translation
1. Bottom-tracking
2. Navigation device (i.e. GPS)
3. Assume a ―layer of no motion‖ (reference layer)
Self-Contained and Direct-Reading ADCPs

Self-Contained and Direct-Reading ADCPs are designed for use where motion is relatively slow and
unaffected by surface waves. In such an environment a flux-gate compass and inclinometers can effectively measure pitch, roll, and heading. These sensors are used because of their small size (they fit
inside the ADCP pressure case) and low power consumption (necessary for Self-Contained ADCPs).
These sensors have the following limitations:
Flux-gate compasses cannot be used near ferrous materials, such as a ship‘s steel hull, that would affect the earth‘s magnetic field. Some flux-gate compasses are noisy when affected by accelerations of
surface waves.
Inclinometers measure tilt relative to earth gravity, but cannot differentiate the acceleration of gravity
from accelerations caused, for example, by surface waves. Hence, inclinometers can be noisy in moving boats.
Both BroadBand and Workhorse compasses are sensitive to motions, either directly (as in the BroadBand compass) or indirectly through their inclinometers.
Data Correction Strategies for Self-Contained ADCPs

Self-Contained ADCPs can be mounted on moorings where they are free to change orientation, or in
frames on the sea bottom where their orientation is fixed. These two methods call for different data correction strategies.
Moored ADCPs should convert each ping into earth coordinates prior to averaging. This ensures that
ensemble averages are vector averages. Earth-coordinate averaging is equivalent to vector-averaging
in standard single-point current meters, and it ensures that the data have both the best accuracy and
highest resolution possible given the depth cell size.
When an ADCP is mounted on the sea bottom, you could choose to record data either in beam coordinates or in earth coordinates. Recording data in earth coordinates reduces the time and effort required
for post-processing and it ensures that beam pointing angles are properly corrected. Recording data in
beam coordinates allows you to record the least-processed data, and it allows them to optimize the
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processing used to convert the data to earth coordinates. However, proper correction for beam pointing angle errors can be time-consuming to implement and debug.
Correction for beam pointing angle errors is more important for the Workhorse than for the BroadBand because the Workhorse manufacturing process allows wider tolerances for transducer installation. Without correction, errors can be significant.
Vessel-mounted ADCPs

The remainder of this section applies to vessel-mounted ADCPs in which the transducer is permanently installed on the hull. It applies equally to direct-reading ADCPs that are temporarily mounted on the
hull. Procedures used once at the time of installation of a standard vessel-mounted ADCP must be followed each time a direct-reading ADCP is reinstalled on a ship.
Gyrocompasses and vertical gyros are used on ships because they are unaffected by horizontal accelerations from surface waves. Inclinometers are sometimes used in ships, but it is not good practice to
use the raw inclinometer data to correct each ping. Instead, the average pitch and roll may be used to
detect variation in mean tilts caused by changes in ballasting, propeller speed, etc.
There are many different ways for ADCPs to obtain attitude information from gyros, but this flexibility is limited by the need to obtain tilt and heading at exact times during ping processing. Most often,
ADCPs use a synchro interface to measure pitch, roll and heading angles. ADCPs also obtain heading
information through a stepper interface.
Direct-reading ADCP deck boxes with synchro interfaces send their data to the ADCP via a serial interface using a proprietary format. TRDI does not yet support sending attitude data into an ADCP using industry-standard formats, but some software programs (i.e. TRANSECT) can accept serial attitude data in NMEA formats. Keep in mind that, while ships often digitize attitude on a regular time
interval (e.g. every second or ten seconds), the ADCP has no control over data sampling and therefore
cannot synchronize the attitude data with the pings.
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Synchros

A synchro interface enables ADCPs to get heading data at the exact time it is required. Synchros are
motors that are normally used in pairs. When one synchro rotates a given amount, the other rotates the
same amount. The synchro interface uses five wires for the following synchro outputs:
 Three ―sense‖ outputs — S1, S2, and S3


Two ―reference‖ outputs — R1 and R2

The outputs have AC voltages that vary depending on the synchro rotation angle. The synchro voltage is
expressed as the maximum voltage between any pair of sense outputs. Synchros are commonly powered by
110 VAC, in which case the maximum voltage between sense outputs will be 90 VAC. This is a 90-volt
synchro. Standard synchro voltages include:
 90 VAC


26 VAC



11.8 VAC

Other voltages are rarely used, but the ADCP synchro interface can work with any voltage between 11.8
and 90 VAC. Adjustment is made by changing the value of a precision resistor network in the interface. The
frequency of a synchro can have an average value between 50 and 1000 Hz.
Multiple Turn Synchros for Heading

It is common for gyrocompasses to use multiple-turn synchros for output. For example, a multiple-turn
synchro with a 360:1 turns ratio would rotate 360 times every time the ship rotates once. Common
turns ratios are:
 360:1


90:1



36:1



1:1

TRDI‘s synchro interface uses any of the above. If the turns ratio is other than 1:1, the ADCP must initialize the synchro interface to the correct starting direction. For example, with a 36:1 synchro, the synchro makes one complete revolution each time the ship turns 10º. The ADCP cannot tell the difference
between 313, 13, 23, etc. This means the operator must set the ADCP system for the correct angle
when the ADCP starts up. This is most easily handled via a panel interface on either the direct-reading
or vessel-mounted ADCP deck boxes.
It is normally best to use a 1:1 synchro interface whenever possible for the following reasons:
 The accuracy of a 1:1 synchro is normally sufficient.


If power is lost, synchro turns ratios other than 1:1 require reinitialization.

Pitch and roll synchros must use 1:1 turns ratios.
Correction for Ship Velocity

When available, absolute ship velocity is recorded along with the water velocity profiles. Later, during
post-processing, the ship velocity can be subtracted from the current profile data. There are three ways
to measure ship velocity:
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1. Bottom-tracking
2. Navigation
3. Assuming a ―layer of no motion‖ (reference layer )
Bottom-tracking can only be used when the bottom is within the ADCP‘s bottom-tracking range —
this is about 1.5 times the normal profiling range. When bottom-tracking is unavailable, navigation
can be used to estimate ship velocity. Trade-offs of the various kinds of navigation systems are discussed below.
Using a reference layer involves assuming that a layer within the profiling range of an ADCP has no
motion. The utility of this assumption depends upon the site where the measurements are made.
Effects of Correction on Vessel-Mounted ADCP Measurements

This section covers the following two kinds of motion that limit a vessel-mounted ADCP‘s data quality:


Pitch and roll motions of the ship in surface waves



The large ship speed compared with the measured currents.

It turns out that pitch and roll are of less concern than one might think. Kosro (1985) used an ADCP to
measure currents and a gyro to measure pitch and roll on a ship offshore northern California. He recorded raw ADCP pings along with simultaneous gyro data, and then computed current profiles both
with and without pitch and roll correction. He found the following results:


Corrected and uncorrected horizontal currents were different with a bias of about 1 cm/s. The
uncorrected data were also smoothed over a depth range about equal to the distance that depth
cells moved up or down as a result of the pitch and roll.



Corrected and uncorrected vertical currents were different by as much as 5 cm/s.

Therefore, we conclude that pitch and roll correction is required only in the following circumstances:


When the greatest possible data accuracy is required.



When the ship is expected to encounter severe wave conditions.



When accurate vertical velocity components are required.
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Correction of ADCP data for the speed of the ship can vary from relatively easy to quite difficult. The
easiest correction is when bottom-track data are available. Correction with bottom-tracked ship velocity is relatively easy to do well because:


Bottom-track velocity data are usually more accurate than the current profile data.



The bottom-track velocity and current profile velocity are measured in the same coordinate
system.

Bottom-tracking‘s biggest advantage is that many of its largest errors are matched by exactly the same
errors in the current profile. These common-mode errors then cancel exactly when bottom-track velocity is subtracted from the current profile data. Major common-mode errors include compass errors and
velocity biases caused by beam pointing errors. This advantage arises from the fact that bottomtracking and current profiling use the same coordinate system
In contrast, ship‘s navigation and current profiling share no common-mode errors. For example, errors
of 1º or more are common in ship‘s gyros. A 1º compass error introduces a sideways velocity error of
almost 10 cm/s when a ship steams at 5 m/s.
Heading errors are caused by the following:


Transducer misalignment. This is a result of the difficulty in measuring the orientation of the
transducer in the ship. In fact, the transducer need not be oriented in any specific direction, but
the orientation must be known. For more information on in-situ transducer orientation calibration, refer to Pollard and Read (1989) or Joyce (1988).



Gyro errors and instability. This depends on the make and model of the gyrocompass. One
source of error is the Schuler oscillation, a direction error with a period of 84 minutes and an
amplitude of typically 0.5º—1.0º. The Schuler oscillation is often excited when the ship makes
a turn.

The accuracy of navigation correction depends strongly on the navigation used. Differential GPS is
generally the best choice for overall accuracy and easy use. However, bottom-tracking usually produces smaller short-term errors than even the best GPS.
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9. Echo Intensity and Profiling Range
Echo intensity is a measure of the signal strength of the echo returning from the ADCP‘s transmit pulse.
Echo intensity is sometimes used to survey the concentration of zooplankton or suspended sediment. TRDI
has not yet developed procedures for absolutely calibrating BroadBand backscatter measurements, but
BroadBand ADCPs (including Workhorses) are useful for relative measurements. This section introduces
some of the factors involved in interpreting and using backscatter data.
Echo intensity depends on:


Sound absorption



Beam spreading



Transmitted power



Backscatter coefficient

An approximate equation for echo intensity is:
EI = SL + SV + constant - 20log(R) -2R

(Equation 6)

Where:
EI is the echo intensity (dB)
SL is the source level or transmitted power (dB)
SV is the water-mass volume backscattering strength (dB)
 is the absorption coefficient (dB/meter)
R is the distance from the transducer to the depth cell (meters)
The constant is included because the measurement is relative rather than absolute. This means the
ADCP sees variations in echo intensity, but it cannot make absolute measurements that can be compared with other ADCPs. The term 2eR accounts for absorption and 20log(R) accounts for beam
spreading.
Keep in mind that the relationship of echo intensity to particle concentration strongly depends on the
particle size. This means that you must calibrate the relationship between echo intensity and concentration with in-situ measurements. When the particle size distribution is variable, it may not be possible to satisfactorily calibrate this relationship.
The maximum range of the ADCP corresponds to the location where the signal strength drops to levels comparable to the noise level. Beyond this range the ADCP cannot accurately calculate Doppler
shifts. The remainder of this section will review factors that affect both the signal strength as a function of range from the ADCP and the overall range of the ADCP.
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Sound Absorption

Absorption reduces the strength of echoes as a result of physical and chemical processes in water. Absorption in the ocean is more rapid than in fresh water, primarily because of chemical reactions. Absorption causes a linear reduction (proportional to 2eR above) of echo intensity with range when
measured in dB. This means that absorption causes echo intensity to decay exponentially with increasing range.
Sound absorption (in dB/meter) increases roughly in proportion to frequency within the frequency
range in which ADCPs operate (75-1200 kHz; see Table 1 or Urick, 1983). This produces an inverse
relationship between frequency and range.

Table 1. Sound absorption (At 4ºC, 35‰ and at sea level) and nominal profiling range of a BroadBand ADCP. The transmit power listed is the maximum
power that can be transmitted subject to limitations caused by shock formation.
Frequency (kHz)

(dB/m)

Nominal Range (m)

@ Power (W)

76.8

0.022-0.028

700

250

153.6

0.039-0.050

400

250

307.2

0.062-0.084

120

80

614.4

0.14-0.20

60

30

1228.8

0.44-0.66

25

15

The sound absorption values given in Table 1 come from Urick (1983) and Kinsler, et al. (1980). The
range shown more likely represents uncertainty in the true absorption rather than the actual variation
present in the ocean.
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Beam Spreading

Beam spreading is a geometric cause for echo attenuation as a function of range. In Equation 6 above,
beam spreading is represented as a logarithmic loss in echo intensity with increasing range, where
echo intensity is measured in dB. In linear units, the echo intensity decreases proportional to the range
squared.
An explanation for this range-squared behavior is shown in Figure 22. Doubling the distance to a scatterer causes the scatterer to intersect one-quarter as much of the total sound energy in the beam. Thus,
it reflects back one-quarter as much energy. However, because the beam has four times the area, there
will be four times as many scatterers reflecting sound back, keeping the total reflected energy constant. The reduction in echo intensity is the result of the transducer intersecting only one-quarter as
much of the total reflected energy as before.
Scattering layer
Reflected acoustic beam

Scattering layer

Transducer

Transducer

Figure 22. Range-dependent signal attenuation
Source Level and Power

The source level of a BroadBand signal depends on the following factors:


Power. The ADCP‘s transmit power is normally proportional to the square of the transmit
voltage. The primary difference between low and high-power ADCPs is the voltage applied to
the transducer. If the voltage is regulated (i.e. in high-power BroadBands), the transmit power
going into the transducer stays constant. The transmit power of a Workhorse ADCP, however,
is taken directly from its DC input. Thus, its transmit power is proportional to the square of the
input voltage. Transmit power also depends on stored energy. High-power BroadBand
ADCPs use large banks of capacitors to supply power for long bottom-track pulses. If the
ADCP has insufficient capacitance, the power falls while the pulse is being transmitted.



Transducer efficiency. The transducer controls transmit power through its efficiency. Typical
efficiencies range from 25-80%.
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Transmit pulse. Longer transmit pulses put more energy into the water. In addition, pulse coding can reduce the average power transmitted. Codes normally just switch phase (by multiplying by 1) but otherwise sustain constant power. However, the average power can be reduced
by using codes that include zeros instead of only 1.



Shock. As sound intensity increases, it reaches a point where it becomes nonlinear. Non-linear
acoustics (shock formation) rapidly attenuates sound, effectively reducing energy to levels
near the maximum possible without shock formation. Shock formation tends to limit transmit
energy primarily at 300 kHz and above.



Cavitation. At lower frequencies (150 kHz and below), large amplitude acoustic pressure fluctuations cause pressures so low that vapor bubbles form momentarily. These bubbles collapse
noisily, seriously degrading ADCP performance. Cavitation is a problem primarily on fastmoving ships.

Scatterers

The concentration of scatterers affects range because more scatterers reflect more sound. The dominant oceanic sound scatterer at ADCP frequencies is zooplankton with sizes on the order of one millimeter (Figure 4 shows some typical zooplankton). Other scatterers can include suspended sediment,
detritus, and density gradients (though density gradients are relatively weak scatterers).
On occasion, the lack of scatterers in the water reduces the range relative to the nominal range. In one
extreme example, the range was about one-third of the nominal range (on a cruise by the Institute of
Ocean Sciences, Wormley, UK, using an RD-VM0150 near Mauritius). Such instances have been uncommon, occurring less than 10% of the time.
ADCPs used at depths below 1200 m often experience range reductions to as little as one-third normal
range.
Bubbles

In rough seas, breaking waves generate bubbles below the ocean surface. When bubbles pass under
the ship‘s hull, they can act as a shield, inhibiting the transmission of sound. Bubbles sometimes reduce profiling range, and in extreme cases, bubbles block the signal completely.
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10. Sound Speed Corrections
An ADCP computes sound speed based on an assumed salinity and transducer depth and on the temperature measured at the transducer. The ADCP uses this sound velocity to convert velocity data into
engineering units and to compute distances along the beams. The sound speed is recorded along with
the other ADCP data. This section describes corrections you may make for sound speed variations and
errors.
Correction for Variation in Speed of Sound at the Transducer

Velocity data are output in units of mm/s. The velocity scale factor is proportional to the speed of
sound measured at the transducer. The ADCP automatically computes sound speed given the measured temperature and an assumed salinity. If it is in error (i.e. if the assumed salinity is wrong), velocity can be corrected for sound speed in post processing by using the following equation:
Vcorrected = Vuncorrected (Creal/CADCP)

(Equation 7)

where Creal is the true sound speed at the transducer and CADCP is the sound speed recorded by the
ADCP.
You may use the following equation to compute sound speed (Urick, 1983):
2

3

C = 1449.2 + 4.6T -0.055T + 0.00029T + (1.34 - 0.01T)(S - 35) + 0.016D

(Equation 8)

Where:
T is the temperature in ºC
S is salinity in parts per thousand (‰)
D is the depth in meters
Variations in sound speed with depth (e.g. away from the transducer) do not affect calibration, as will
be shown later.
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Correcting Depth Cell Depth for Sound Speed Variations

The ADCP computes depth cell locations by assuming that the sound speed is constant over the water
column. In so doing, the ADCP automatically accounts for the transducer beam angle (20º or 30º).
When range is large and sound speed differs from the speed at the transducer, the depth of each depth
cell may be corrected if the sound speed profile is known. One procedure for doing this consists of the
following steps:


Determine the position of the first depth cell



Determine the length of the depth cell using the equation:
L corrected = L uncorrected (Creal /CADCP )

(Equation 9)

Where L is the depth cell length.


Using the above depth cell length, determine the position of the next depth cell.



Repeat this process for all depth cells.
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11. Transducers
Transducer quality is essential for data quality. ADCPs place unusually high demands on transducers.
They must be directional (including both narrow beamwidth and suppressed side lobes) and efficient.
BroadBand processing requires 25-50% bandwidth, and deep deployments require that the transducer
withstand extreme pressures. This section describes transducer characteristics, particularly those that
affect measurement performance.
The active elements in transducers are piezoelectric ceramic disks that expand or contract under the
influence of an electric field. The electric field is applied through thin layers of silver deposited on the
surfaces of the ceramic. When a voltage is applied, the disk gets thicker or thinner, depending on the
polarity of the voltage.
The ceramic disk is potted (encased) with polyurethane in a metal cup with a reflective backing material. Self-Contained ADCPs are designed for high pressure, using an incompressible backing material
so that the transducer will not break under pressure.
Transducer Beam Pattern

Figure 23 shows an example transducer beam
pattern. The main lobe points in the direction
of the transducer axis, defined to be 0º. Most
of the energy passes through the main lobe.
The beamwidth is the width of the main lobe
at the -3 dB level (-3 dB corresponds to half
the signal strength).
Side lobes point in directions different from
the main lobe. Outside of 15º from the main
lobe, side lobes are suppressed by typically 35
dB or more relative to the main lobe. The size
of the side lobes depends on the size of the
transducer as well as the details of its manufacture. If the transducer is larger (at a given
frequency), the beam becomes narrower, and
side lobes are suppressed.

Transducer response
(dB)

The transducer beam pattern shows the strength of transmitted sounds far from the transducer as a
function of the angle. The angle is measured relative to the transducer axis, a line drawn from the center of the transducer perpendicular to the transducer face. The beam pattern is reciprocal in that it represents equally well the transducer‘s sensitivity to incoming sound as a function of direction.

0

-20
-40
-60
-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
Direction (degrees)

Figure 23. Typical beam pattern of a 150 kHz
transducer. Transducer response is one-way,
measured relative to the response at the transducer axis.

Some side lobes do not depend on transducer size, but result instead from modes of vibration in the
piezoelectric ceramic. It is common to find side lobes at about 40º from the main lobes, and these side
lobes can be dominant error sources.
The transducer beam pattern shown in Figure 23 is a one-way beam pattern because it shows the
strength of the transmitted sound. The sensitivity of the transducer to echoes is characterized by
Teledyne RD Instruments
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two-way transducer beam patterns because the transducer both transmits and receives sound. The
two-way beam pattern is simply double (in dB) the one-way beam pattern. Therefore side lobes that
are suppressed by 40 dB in the one-way pattern are suppressed by 80 dB in the two-way pattern. Energy reflected from these directions is suppressed by a factor of 100,000,000 relative to the main lobe.
Table 2 lists dimensions and characteristics of some of TRDI‘s transducers.
Table 2. Characteristics of some typical Broadband ADCP transducers
Frequency
(kHz)

Wavelength
(mm)

Transducer diam.
(mm)

Beamwidth at
-3dB

Avg. Side lobe
level

76.8

20

280

5.0

.36 dB

153.6

10

165

4.0

.36 dB

307.2

5

133

2.2

.41 dB

614.4

2.5

101

1.5

.42 dB

1228.8

1.25

54

1.4

.42 dB
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Transducer Clearance

Obstructions in front of transducers can interfere with the acoustic beams and degrade data quality.
Figure 24 shows the region in which you must eliminate all obstructions.

TRANSDUCER
CUP
15°

Figure 24. Keep obstructions out of the shaded region in front of the transducer. This region includes
a 15º cone around the transducer.
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Measurement Near the Surface or Bottom

The echo from a hard surface such as the sea surface or bottom is so much stronger than the echo from
scatterers in the water that it can overwhelm the side lobe suppression of the transducer. You should
normally reject data from distances too close to the surface (when looking up) or bottom (when looking down). Figure 25 shows transducer beam angles oriented 20º and 30º from vertical. For the 20º
transducer, the echo through the side lobe facing the surface returns to the ADCP at the same time as
the echo from the main lobe at 94% of the distance to the surface. This means data from the last 6% of
the range to the surface can be contaminated. The concept is the same for a 30º transducer except that
contamination covers a greater fraction of the range (15%). The effect is the same for an ADCP at the
surface looking down to the bottom.

6%

15% contaminated
20º

lob

e

85%
Ma
in

Side lobe

94%

30º

Figure 25. The relationship between transducer beam angle and the
thickness of the contaminated layer at the surface.
The equation that governs this is:
Rmax = D cos()

(Equation 10)

Where:
Rmax is the maximum range for acceptable data
D is the distance from the ADCP to the surface or bottom (as appropriate)
Angle  is the angle of the beam relative to vertical (normally 20º or 30º)
When looking down, contamination from bottom echoes usually biases velocity data toward zero. In a
moving vessel, contamination from bottom echoes is less predictable. When looking up, contamination from surface echoes is unpredictable as a result of surface waves and winds, but a bias toward
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zero is common. The velocity of the surface or the bottom is zero on average; it is this zero velocity
that biases the measured velocity toward zero.
Ringing

Ringing is an effect in which energy from the transmit pulse lingers after the transmit pulse is finished.
If there were no ringing, the transducer could receive echoes immediately after transmitting. However,
echo signals are weak and it does not take much ringing to contaminate the echoes. Thus, the ADCP
must wait for the ringing to die away before it can listen to and process the echoes. This waiting time
is called the blanking period. Table 3 shows typical ringing times. These ringing times are approximately equal to the default blanking period.
Table 3. Typical ringing times, expressed as distances in
front of the transducer.
Frequency

Ringing distance

75 kHz

6m

150 kHz

4m

300 kHz

2m

600 kHz

1m

1200 kHz

0.5 m

Ringing biases velocity data toward zero velocity because the ringing signal is not Doppler-shifted.
Sources of ringing include:





Receiver electronics
Transducer and/or electronics housing
Sea chest in a ship
Ship‘s hull

In general, plastic housings ring less than metal housings. Sea chests covered with acoustic windows
reflect sound around inside and thus cause greater ringing. Ringing is a problem in low backscatter
because the ringing energy stays above the weak echo signals longer.
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Ringing tends to be a more serious problem on ships than in other applications. You can minimize
ringing in ships by taking the following steps:


Mount the transducer on a material with a large acoustic impedance mismatch between the
metal transducer and the metal hull. This reduces the sound energy that gets into the hull.
(Note: be careful when choosing material for acoustic impedance. Some common materials,
such as syntactic foam, that would appear to mismatch water‘s acoustic impedance are, in fact,
surprisingly close!).



Line sea chests with acoustically-absorbent material to attenuate sound bouncing around inside the sea chest.



When acoustic windows are used, choose window materials that match the water‘s acoustic
impedance to help minimize reflections within the sea chest.

TRDI provides a test program to measure ringing in vessel-mounted ADCPs.
Pressure

TRDI direct-reading and self-contained transducers are designed to withstand full-ocean-depth pressures. Our limited experience at depths greater than 2000 meters suggests that the transducer‘s performance is relatively unaffected, but that low backscatter tends to reduce range.
Concave vs. Convex

Self-Contained and Direct-Reading ADCPs use convex transducers (Figure 26) to allow the ADCP to
be mounted in an in-line mooring cage. Vessel-Mounted ADCP transducers are concave to allow
them to be mounted inside the smallest possible sea chest in the ship‘s hull.

Sea Chest

Mooring Line

Vessel-Mounted ADCP
Concave Transducer

Self-Contained or
Direct-Reading ADCP
Convex Transducer

Figure 26. Concave and convex transducers.
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12. Sound Speed and Thermoclines
This section addresses the effects of depth variations in sound speed and of thermoclines on data
quality. Neither significantly impair data quality.
Sound Speed Variation with Depth

Variation of sound speed with depth does not affect measurement of horizontal currents. In simple
terms, sound speed variation has two effects that exactly counteract one another. The effect of changing sound speed is to refract or bend the sound beams, but the bend is exactly the right amount to preserve the accuracy of the horizontal current (Figure 27).
The theoretical basis for this result is Snell‘s law, which says that horizontal wavenumber is conserved
when sound passes through horizontal interfaces. Figure 27 shows that sound waves are continuous
across the horizontal interface. Because the frequency remains constant, sound speed variation does
not affect the horizontal component of sound velocity. And because measurement of the horizontal
current depends directly on the horizontal sound speed, the horizontal current measurement is unaffected.
In contrast, variations in the vertical velocity component are proportional to variations in sound speed.

Sound wave direction

le

e
av

t
ng

h

Horizontal component
(remains constant)

Depth

W

ength
Wavel
Speed of sound = wavelength x frequency
(increase)
(increase) (no change)
Figure 27. How sound speed variations with depth affects sound propagation. Even
though the sound wave direction changes with depth (via refraction), the horizontal sound
velocity remains constant.
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Thermoclines

While strong thermoclines sometimes block sonar penetration, ADCPs can always penetrate the thermocline. The reason ADCPs can always penetrate the thermocline is that their beams are relatively
steep, pointing more vertical than horizontal. Sonars that have trouble penetrating the thermocline
have beams that are closer to horizontal. Such difficulties arise, for example, when a ship is trying to
find a submarine near the thermocline (Figure 28).

30 º
60 º
Thermocline layer

ADCP beams

Figure 28. The effect of strong thermoclines on sound propagation.
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13. Bottom Tracking
Most of this primer addresses water velocity profiling. This section describes how bottom-tracking
compares to velocity profile measurements and how bottom-tracking is implemented.
Difference Between Bottom-Tracking and Water-Profiling

While water-profiling uses short transmit pulses to obtain vertical resolution, bottom-tracking requires
long pulses. Long pulses are used to allow the sound beam to ensonify the bottom over the entire
beam all at once (Figure 29). If the pulse is too short, the echo returns first from the leading edge of
the beam, followed later by the trailing edge. Because the beam has a finite beamwidth, the angle of
the beam relative to horizontal is different on these two edges. This means that the Doppler shift is
different from one side of the beam to the other. By illuminating the bottom across the beam all at
once, a long pulse produces an accurate and stable estimate of velocity, more accurate than is typically
obtained from water profiles.
The downside of long transmit pulses is that a considerable part of the echo can come from water-mass echoes. Where water-mass echoes are weak relative to the bottom echo, this causes no problem, but in places
with high concentrations of suspended sediment (i.e. in some rivers) the water-mass echoes can introduce
significant water bias — this biases the bottom-track velocity toward the water velocity.

Beam does not

(A) completely illuminate

Beam illuminates

(B) bottom completely

bottom at one time.

at one time

Bottom

Short Pulse

Long Pulse

Figure 29. A long pulse is needed for the beams to ensonify (illuminate) the entire bottom all at once.
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Implementation

Bottom tracking is implemented using separate pings from water profiling. The transmit pulse is longer, and the echo is processed in a different way. The bottom-track profile is divided into as many as
128 depth cells, each shorter than the transmit pulse (in contrast to water profiling). The ADCP
searches through these depth cells to find the center of the echo and uses the center part to compute the
Doppler shift. The ADCP also searches backward from beyond the bottom echo to find the echo‘s
trailing edge. Because of the ADCP‘s slanting beams, this trailing edge provides a sharper and more
accurate estimate of the bottom depth than the leading edge of the echo.
Accuracy and Capability

Bottom tracking has a typical single-ping accuracy of a few mm/s. The depth resolution is approximately 0.1 meter. The range capability is generally 50% greater than the water-profiling range.
Ice Tracking

An ADCP mounted on the seabottom can look up to track ice motion using its bottom-tracking capability (Belliveau, et al., 1989). Ice tracking requires that the ice be an unbroken sheet.
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14. Phased Array Transducer
ADCP transducers are designed and manufactured so that the beams are transmitted at the proper angle. This is necessary to be able to calculate the true horizontal and vertical velocity components
properly. TRDI manufactures two types of transducer assemblies for ADCPs: a piston transducer
with 4 individual ceramic assemblies oriented at specific, fixed angles, and a phased-array transducer
with single ceramic assembly. Both transducer designs simultaneously produce 4 acoustic beams at
specific, fixed angles, but the phased-array creates all of the beams electronically from a single aperture, instead of from 4 separate apertures. One significant advantage is the greatly reduced overall size
of the transducer at some particular frequency, employing the single-aperture phased array as compared to four independent piston transducers. This size comparison is demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 30. Comparison of a multi-piston and a 2-dimensional phased array transducer.
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Figure 31. Comparison of a 600kHz developmental phased array transducer with a standard
four piston 600kHz WorkHorse transducer.
Speed of sound considerations

Another advantage of the phased-array is that its measurement of horizontal (x and y) velocity components is independent of the speed of sound in the water. This is a fortunate consequence of the way the
beams are formed. Phased-arrays use an electronic beamformer to introduce a time delay between
successive elements in the array, producing a complex wave pattern that results in creating four separate beams similar in shape and orientation to those formed by four separate transducers.
Each element in the array is driven with the same signal except for a phase shift. The phase shift between elements is constant for a given frequency and element spacing. Therefore, if the speed of
sound changes the beam angle will change. It can be shown (see the Phased-array Application Note)
that for a Doppler measurement system, this turns out to be an advantage because the same ratio of
change occurs in the Doppler shift equation. That is, the change in the Doppler frequency shift of the
echo from a particle moving parallel to the face of the transducer array is compensated by a corresponding beam angle shift, rendering the horizontal velocity component independent of the speed of
sound, thus requiring no correction. The vertical (z) velocity scale factor for the phased array, on the
other hand, is somewhat more sensitive to sound speed changes than for the ordinary transducer.
Therefore, a scale factor for the vertical velocity profile is recorded in the ADCP leader data, calculated based on the temperature sensor in the ADCP.
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Summary

There are two principal advantages of a phased-array transducer over a conventional four piston transducer for an ADCP; greatly reduced size and weight, and horizontal velocity measurement independence of changes in the speed of sound.

15. Conclusion
We hope the information presented here will help you use ADCPs more effectively. If you have further questions about ADCP operation and design, contact Teledyne RD Instruments.
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Index
A
acoustic windows, 39
ADCP coordinates, 18
ADCP data, 18
ADCP History, 1
ADCP tilt and depth cell mapping, 23
ambiguity, 11
Autocorrelation, 12
averaging over depth cells, 16
Averaging, ensemble, 20

B
backscatter coefficient, 29
backscattered sound, 6
involves two Doppler shifts, 7
beam angle
Depth cell mapping, 23
Near-surface data, 38
beam coordinates, 23, 25
Beam coordinates, 18
beam pattern, 35
beam pattern, typical, 35
beam pointing errors, 25
Beam pointing errors, 21, 22
beam spreading, 29
Beam spreading, 31
Bias, 20, 21
bins. See depth cell
bottom echo, 38
bottom-track, 27, 28, 43, 44
Bottom-track, 27
Bottom-track data, 19
broadband ADCPs, 2
Broadband Doppler processing, 9
bubbles, 32

C
Cavitation, 32
cloud scatterers, 11
concave, 40
convex, 40
coordinate conversion matrix, 21
Correlation data, 19
current meter, 15
current profiles, 15
current, horizontal homogeneity, 13–14

distribution of single-ping velocity data, 20
Doppler shift, 3, 5–11, 43–44

E
earth coordinates, 24
Earth coordinates, 18
echo intensity, 29
Echo intensity, 29
data, 19
ensemble average, 20–22
error velocity, 14
Error velocity, 14
errors, 20–21

F
flux-gate compass, 24

G
Gyro errors and instability, 28

H
horizontal acceleration and tilt, 24–25
horizontal homogeneity, 13–14, 14

I
Ice tracking, 44
inclinometers, 24
Inclinometers, 24

J
Janus configuration, 14

L
layer of no motion, 27
Long-term uncertainty, 21

M
modes, 12
multiple beams, 13
multiple-turn synchros, 26

D

N

data, 18
Data correction strategies, 24
data transmission time, 22
depth cell, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23, 24, 27, 29, 34, 44
compared with conventional current meters, 15
Depth cell weight functions, 17

navigation, 27–28
Non-homogeneous flow leads to large error velocity, 14
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obstructions in front of the transducer, 37
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Obstructions, transducer clearance, 37

P
Parallel Velocity, 8
Percent-good data, 19
phase, 9–11
phased-array, 45
pitch and roll correction, 27
power, 31
pressure, 40
processing time, 22
propagation delay, 9–10, 12

R
radial motion, 8
random error, 20–21
Range gating, 16
range-dependent signal attenuation, 31
range-time plot, 16
redundancy, 14
reference layer, 27
Regular spacing, 15
relative motion, 8
Ringing, 39

S
scatterers, 6, 32
sea surface, echo, 38
Ship coordinates, 18
ship velocity, 27
ship's attitude data, 25
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Shock, 32
short-term error, 21
Side lobes, 35
Snell‘s law, 41
Sound, 4
Sound absorption, 29–30
sound scatterers, 6, 32
sound speed, 33–34, 41
standard deviation, 20–21
synchro interface, 26

T
thermoclines, 42
tilt and depth cell mapping, 23
time dilation, 9–10
time lag, 10–12
transducer beam angle and the surface, 38
Transducer efficiency, 31
Transducer misalignment, 28
transducers, 35–40
face view, 18
Transmit pulse, 32

V
Vector averaging, 22
Velocity data, 18

W
water bias, 43
weight function, 17
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